
1. .......... doesn’t like school work.

A) Darren Б) Samantha

B) Jack Г) Laura

2.Laura collects:

A) Б)

B) Г)

3. Samantha sometimes asks  for help...........

A) her Mum Б) her friend

B) Jack Г) her Dad

4. .......... likes different colours.

A) Darren Б) Samantha

B) Jack Г) Laura

5.Choose the true sentence.

A) Samantha asks for things for her birthday.

Б) Laura keeps her collection on her desk.

B) Darren is collecting rock music CDs.

Г) Jack has got a hundred soft toys.
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I. READING

Unusual hobbies
Darren

My unusual hobby is collecting rocks. I love the shapes of rocks. 
I like the different colours and I love touching them. I like fossils, too. 
They are very interesting. You can find rocks and fossils 
everywhere. I’ve got lots, including red and black ones.
Samantha

I’ve got a really interesting hobby. I design web sites. At school 
we have an online magazine, and I’m the editor. Our school has got 
a prize for the magazine. I choose the pictures and the photos for the 
web pages. My Dad’s a computer programmer, so he helps me 
sometimes. I love working with computers.
Jack

My unusual hobby is writing stories. I often come home from 
school, do my homework, and then write a story. I know some ways 
to make a story interesting. For example, if I want to write a scary 
story, I need to describe things. I love writing stories, but I don’t really 
like doing school work. 
Laura

I like collecting frogs. I don’t mean real frogs. I’ve got about forty, 
I think. They are all on my desk at home except for one of them. It’s a 
frog cushion, so I take it to bed with me. I always ask for frogs for my 
birthday. My Mum says ‘You’ve got enough frogs,’ but I don’t think 
so. I want to collect a hundred. 

(from: R. Nolasco: ‘New English Zone’ Oxford)

II. VOCABULARY AND COMMUNICATION

10. A lot of  live in the forests in our country. ..........

A) beavers Б) boars

B) deer Г) elk

11. Jim can calculate very quickly.  is his
favourite school subject.

..........

A) Art Б) PE

B) Maths Г) Music

9.Diana is her parents’

A) children. Б) cousin.

B) wife. Г) daughter.

8. We like sitting on the  and watching TV 
in the evenings. 

..........

A) carpet Б) couch

B) chair Г) closet

7. The  is a wild cat...........

A) hedgehog Б) badger

B) lynx Г) jackal

6. Spring comes in  in Europe...........

A) March Б) September

B) August Г) June

12. Sam’s mum is a  . She works in a hospital...........

A) engineer Б) cook

B) journalist Г) nurse



13. I often play  with my friend in our spare 
time. 

..........

A) basketball Б) badminton

B) tennis Г) volleyball

14. A:  
B: Yes, sure. Here you are.

....................

A) Can I borrow your rubber?

Б) Do you want a sweet?

B) Do you like my rubber?

Г) Can I lend you that ruler?

15. Igor lives in Samara. He is

A) Russish. Б) Ireland.

B) Russian. Г) Sweden.

17. These are my new 

A) sharpeners. Б) scissors.

B) compasses. Г) brushes.

klej

16. Complete the crossword and find the solution.

The solution is:

A) Б)

B) Г)

1)
4)2)

5)
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

18. Look at ………. girl on the other side of the street! 
She has red hair.

A) this Б) that

B) these Г) those

19. .......... does your penfriend come from?

A) When Б) Where

B) How Г) What

20. .......... is my mum’s nephew.

A) He Б) It B) Liz Г) She

21. The big bedroom is my  room. They have 
an enormous TV in it.

..........

A) parents Б) parent’s

B) parents’s Г) parents’

III. GRAMMAR

22. Jim is good at sports.  favourite school
subject is PE.

..........

A) He’s Б) Him

B) His Г) Her

.

A) He’s Б) Him

B) His Г) Her

23.I often have (1)  egg for (2)  breakfast........... ..........

A) (1) an; (2) ─ Б) (1) a; (2) a

B) (1) ; (2) an─ Г) (1) an; (2) a

24.Can you see? A rabbit is sleeping  the tree. ..........

A) over Б) behind

B) between Г) under

25. I never watch TV late  night...........

A) in Б) at

B) on Г) past

26. Luke’s grandad has a lot of (1)  and 
(2) .......... on his farm.

..........

A) (1) sheep; (2) geese

Б) (1) sheeps; (2) pigs

B) (1) duck; (2) gooses

Г) (1) hens; (2) goose

27. My little brother .......... a bike.

A) doesn’t can ride Б) cans ride

B) cannot ride Г) can to ride

28. Sue and Josh are my best friends. I like 
very much.

..........

A) their Б) them

B) him Г) they

29. .......... the name of that boy?

A) Are you knowing Б) Does she knows

B) Is he knowing Г) Do you know

30. Peter .......... any money in his pocket now.

A) isn’t having Б) doesn’t have got

B) haven’t got Г) doesn’t have
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